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Performance management is key to enhancing organisational success. 
Employees need to understand their expected contribution to 
business objectives, where they are versus those expectations and 
be motivated and equipped with the skills, resources and support 
to achieve them. Various tools can be used but a good performance 
management process revolves around ongoing regular structured 
conversations on progress towards clear objectives.

Introduction.

Discussion of performance management tends to centre on the aspects 
of performance appraisal. Managing performance should hold employees 
accountable for their own work, in a supportive way that aids overall 
development. In designing performance management processes, it’s also 
important to consider the current and desired organisational culture: in other 
words, how performance and improvement are discussed more generally by 
leaders and between colleagues.

Parity believes there is no single best approach to performance management. 
Good leaders should provide absolute clarity on what needs to be achieved 
and why and do that with regularity and consistency.

This is a course for you.

Length
• 4 full-day workshops

• 3 hours personal coaching

• Delivered over 6 to 9 
months

Fully customisable based on 
client need

To find out more
t:   0208 171 1592
e:  contact@parity.net
w: parityprofessionals.co.uk

Don’t know where to start?

Always being reactive rather than 
a having a strategic performance 
plan?

Tar everyone with the same brush?
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The Journey…
Workshop 1 – Performance  
management

• An introduction to performance management
• Values and culture
• Manager vs leader
• Performance Management Cycle

Workshop 2 – Real time coaching

• What is coaching?

• Coaching culture perception in other brands
• Coaching models/setting actions
• Breaking the mould. Where do you want to get 

to?
• Coaching role plays
• Action plan, case studies and reflection

Workshop 3 - Group action learning 1

• Group review of coaching examples, actions 
and documentation

• What’s worked? Group reflection

• Set an action

Workshop 4 – Group action learning 2

• Group review of coaching examples, 
actions and documentation

• What’s worked? Group reflection

• Set an action
Workshop 5 – Monitor & measure

• Review action plans

• Reflect on successes and challenges

What will you get from this Programme.
Focused workshops
The workshops are designed to insti-
gate group interaction. The subject 
matter and structures are pre-
planned however the conversations 
and solutions you deliver are not. 
The workshops are an opportunity 
for you to learn from others or create 
solutions as a collective mind. There 
are tried and tested models for you 
try but the innovation will come from 
you.

Facilitated support
Following the workshops there will 
be opportunities for the group to re-
convene in action learning style inter-
ventions. This allows for discussions 
around successes and the inevitable 
failures, the opportunity to discuss 
individual cases, documentation, 
peer to peer feedback and actions. 

Developmental Coaching
This is where the magic happens. 
You will receive up three personal 
coaching sessions spread across the 
program. These sessions enable you 
to transfer of the knowledge gained 
from your workshops into developed 
skills. They enable you to take the 
time and space to reflect on your 
learning journey encouraging you to 
take ownership of your career.



Who is this programme for. Outputs of the Programme:

Performance 
Management
Objectives -  Clearly define 
the purpose of you and your 
team and demonstrate how 
you contribute to the overall 
organisational goals and 
customer values.

Effectiveness -  Discover what 
your role is about. Learn how 
to manage your time better 
and communicate more 
effectively.

Efficiency - Performing 
or functioning in the best 
possible manner with the 
least waste of time and effort.

Plan - Analyse your 
organisations overall 
objectives and build a team/
departmental plan that aligns 
to them. Understand and 
plan the resources, support 
and development activities 
required to deliver your plan.

Engage – Get to really know 
your team. Motivate them. 
Set clear individual goals 
showing how they clearly 
contribute to the team and 
business. Encourage and 
empower them to make 
autonomous decisions.

Do – Develop yours and your 
teams’ knowledge and skills. 
Document and create records. 
Set specific, measurable 
actions. Create opportunities 
to have meaningful 
conversations. Make 121s, 
feedback, team briefs 
structured and effective.

Measure – Reflect and 
facilitate reflection. Track your 
results vs your objectives and 
adjust your plan. Learn not 
to be afraid of mistakes and 
learn from them.

Real time coaching

Objectives -  Clearly 
define the purpose of 
you and your team and 
demonstrate how you 
contribute to it through 
PDPs 

Effectiveness -  Encourage 
effective 2-way 
communication.

Efficiency – Coaching with 
the least waste of time 
and effort.

Plan - Analyse your teams’ 
individual objectives and 
create PDPs that align 
to them. Understand 
and plan the resources, 
support and development 
activities required to 
deliver

Engage – Get to really 
know your team. Motivate 
them. Set clear individual 
goals showing how they 
contribute to the team 
and business. Encourage 
and empower them 
to make autonomous 
decisions.

Do – Develop your teams’ 
knowledge and skills. 
Document and create 
records. Set specific, 
measurable actions. 
Create opportunities 
to have meaningful 
conversations. Make 
coaching team briefs 
structured and effective 
using simple proven 
models.

Measure – Reflect and 
facilitate reflection. Track 
your results vs your teams 
individual objectives.

Current Senior and middle managers
Only a low percentage of managers in the 
UK ever receive dedicated management 
training, in most cases managers learn 
about performance and coaching on the 
job. This program offers the opportunity 
not only to learn about new thought 
processes and skills but to share your 
learnings, successes and challenges with 
your peers.High Potential Staff / Individuals 
covering  
Management roles.

Newly appointed managers 
Being the best sales person or operator 
is no guarantee you’ll make a successful 
transition into management. This program 
will help you understand performance 
management, coaching focus, effective 
documenting and strategic development 
planning plus how, what and when to apply 
them.

Talent stream or high potential staff

Future leaders are your succession plan. 
Why wait for them to be in role? Develop 
them towards being the leaders your need. 
The modular format of the Performance 
coaching program allows for gradual 
development.



Performance ManagementMODULE

Performance management is based on an agreement 
between a manager and an individual, a shared 
understanding of and continuing dialogue about an 
individual’s goals and the standards expected and the 
competencies needed, together with an appreciation 
of the organisation’s wider mission, values and 
objectives. This workshop is the starting point towards 
the goal of managers understanding the importance 
of:

• the information required for successful 
performance management

• the performance management cycle
• strategy and intergration
• how people work
• how they are managed and developed to improve 

their performance, and ultimately
• how to maximise their contribution to the 

organisation.
Following this workshop you will be asked to complete 
a reflective journal and case study as part of your 
ongoing learning making it easier to share best 
practice across the upcoming workshops.

Real time coachingMODULE

Coaching skill is not simply common sense, and 
it is not innate. It’s learned behavior, knowledge 
and experience. Yet coaches often receive little 
support beyond training, with appraisals and 121s 
covering their performance vs numbers rather than 
the effectiveness of what they coach around or the 
conversations they are having with their teams.

Coaching however is the bedrock of performance 
management and personal development yet the CIPDs 
Who Learns at Work? survey found that only 21% of 
employees had received one-to-one coaching from 
their line manager in the previous year. What stops 
coaching in your organisation? Time constraints? Or 
maybe your managers just don’t know what they 
should be coaching around? This workshop offers 
guidance around how to overcome those barriers 
to coaching, while discussing coaching culture, the 
perception of coaching in other companies, coaching 
models and setting actions.

Indicative Programme Module Content.



Action learningMODULE

 Monitor and measureMODULEAction learning is the process of bringing thinking and 
action into harmony. Learning is a continuous process 
and is best achieved with an open, probing mind, an 
ability to listen, question and explore ideas. Through 
reflection, we gain a deeper understanding of the 
issues we face. This enables us to manage change 
more effectively, and meet the challenges we face in 
the workplace. It’s this ethos that is at the centre of 
our work. Through working in action learning sets, we 
bring together diverse peers or people from within the 
same organisation to work through issues, share ideas 
and challenge perceptions in a trusting, supportive 
environment.

Revisit, review and share best practice. We’ll look at 
and discuss performance management, development 
and coaching bringing it all together. Your peers may 
be able to find you the solution, you can hear their 
thoughts and discuss their thought processes, work-
ing as a team to develop the mindset and skills you 
require to create success.

Through reflective exercises as a group discuss how 
everything fits together. What are the areas you have 
effected? Performance, engagement, culture?

A common finding that has emerged from study after 
study over the past few years is that learning which is 
embedded in work seems to be more effective than 
learning away from work. If people learn as part of the 
workflow then this learning is more likely to impact 
performance in a positive way. Therefore the true 
success of this program can only be measured if it is 
implemented and adapted for your organisation. This 
workshop is the opportunity to discuss those lessons 
in the day to day environment. What do you need now 
to take this to the next level?

• Have you reached your individual and team 
objective? 

• Where did you start from? 

• What are the steps you’ve taken to achieve 
success? 

• What do we need to do from now on and how do 
we do it?



   Email us on     Call us on     visit us at
contact@parity.net    0208 543 5353   www.parity.net

Whether you are looking to:
• recruit the best contract, interim and permanent talent in your business
• further build capability or increase capacity, or
• develop a different approach to resourcing, developing and retaining your people

Parity Professionals are the people that can help. We have the passion and experience to make a 
real difference.

Contact Details

t:   0208 171 1592
e:  contact@parity.net
w: www.parityprofessionals.co.uk

Parity Professionals work closely with our clients to source and develop talent, building capacity and capability in 
order to transform individual and organisational performance. We pride ourselves in doing things differently, and 
are fully committed to providing you with the best service possible.


